Choose the Word

Directions: Look at each row of words. Choose the word that has the wor sound.

1. warmth     backward     worker
2. worse      watch        warrior
3. warden     squabble     world
4. waffle     worthy       swarm
5. wander     dwarf        worry

Directions: Look at each row of words. Choose the word that has the war sound.

6. backward   squash       squabble
7. worthy      dwarf        squad
8. squash      worse        swarm
9. warning     worker       watch
10. workbook   waffle       warmth

Directions: Look at each row of words. Choose the word that has the wa sound.

11. wardrobe   worse        waffle
12. warden     squat         worry
13. squash     worship       backward
14. warrior    warden       wander
15. world      swaddle      worse